Bristol

Politik zum Anfassen e.V.

27th of May 2019

Invitation
to

imaginary meeting oft he council in the simulation game Pimp Your Town!
Wednesday, May 29, 2019

Agenda:
I.
1.
II.

PUBLIC PART
Opening oft he meeting, agreement oft he orderly convocation of the meeting and of a
quorum, the approval of the meeting agenda
MOTIONS

1.

by Group 1: Formation of a Youth Consultation Group
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

2.

by Group 2: Surverys
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

3.

by Group 3: More frequent meetings for the Hanover people.
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

4.

by Group 1: More communication between decision makers and young
people across twinned cities
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

5.

by Group 2: Twin schools
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

6.

by Group 3: More information about the twin citys and what this means.
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

7.

by Group 1: Education and Tributes in Hannover
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

8.

by Group 2: New architecture
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

9.

by Group 3: Make more people aware of capital of culture 2025
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

10.

by Group 1: Workshop about politics
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

11.

by Group 2: Politicians coming into schools
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

12.

by Group 3: Votes at the age of 16
Committe for Youth Participation

✺
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13.

by Group 1: Looking at the shared history of Hannover and Bristol
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

14.

by Group 2: Exchange Programms
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

15.

by Group 3: Video meetings
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

16.

by Group 1: Green areas in schools
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

17.

by Group 2: Hanover as a city of history
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

18.

by Group 3: Renewable energy for trans
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

19.

by Group 1: Youth Surveys
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

20.

by Group 2: Youth Councils
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

21.

by Group 3: Learn in special places
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

22.

by Group 1: Visiting each other every two years
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

23.

by Group 2: Sport clubs
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

24.

by Group 3: Volentary program for language learning
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

25.

by Group 1: City inspired art
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

26.

by Group 2: Food from other countries
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

27.

by Group 3: Public recycling bins
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

28.

by Group 1: Involved young people in politics
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

29.

by Group 2: Political Events for Young People
Committe for Youth Participation

✺
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30.

by Group 3: Website for Youth Polls
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

31.

by Group 1: Regular contact between councils
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

32.

by Group 2: Promoting the twinning of Bristol & Hanover
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

33.

by Group 3: Make more links between young people
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

34.

by Group 1: Culrural events
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

35.

by Group 2: Hanover as a city of art
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

36.

by Group 3: Making sights famous
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

37.

by Group 1: Exchange of ideas between Bristol and Hanover
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

38.

by Group 2: Youth Groups
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

39.

by Group 3: Whatsapp
Committe for Youth Participation

✺

40.

by Group 1: communication
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

41.

by Group 2: Learning about other cities
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

42.

by Group 3: more meetings
Committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

❒

43.

by Group 1: Diversity in Hanover
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

44.

by Group 2: More music
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌

45.

by Group 3: Museum
Committe for Capital of Culture 2025

✌
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✺ Item 1
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Formation of a Youth Consultation Group
Recommended Action
The council may decide to form a body of young People, either through election or otherwise.
This group would represent the young people of Hanover and make sure they have a voice.
The council would be required to listen and respond to the group´s reccomendations in
regards to motions and consultations. These young people would also be responsible for
representing the young people of Hanover at city events.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
It is important that the young people of Hannover are heard. This is why this group is vital to
the running of the City, and why this Group should be formed. This format is already in action
in Bristol, and is very effective in collecting the voices of young people on a variety of issues
and giving them a voice. Passing this motion would mean a step forward for the young people
of Hanover, and would give them a voice in the things that matter to them.
Oliver
Voting committee: 13 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 39 yes | 3 no | 0 abstention || accepted

✺ Item 2
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Surverys
Recommended Action
The councli may decide that surverys are execute to find out what young People want.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
Because young people have to say something.
Alize
Voting committee: 13 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

✺ Item 3
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

More frequent meetings for the Hanover people.
Recommended Action
The council may decide that the Politik zum Anfassen e.V. meetings should be longer and
more frequent.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
This is vital for this group to make as large of an impact as possible and to take plenty of
action. They feel as though they do not have enough time to achieve everything that they
could and with this rare passion in young people, they should be granted the time that they
ask for.
Mya
Voting committee: 13 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

❒ Item 4
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

More communication between decision makers and
young people across twinned cities
Recommended Action
The council may decide to make quarterly conference calls between council leads and youth
councils, discussing experiences and progress made.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
Discussing ideas is key in democracy and this should be portrayed by twinned cities. As
twinned cities, we should pay attention to, and learn from, the experiences and local politics
of each city.
Alistair
Voting committee: 11 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 42 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted

❒ Item 5
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Twin schools
Recommended Action
The council may decide to find a way to improve the communication between the two cities.
It would be good to introduce more partnerships between schools from Bristol and Hanover.
This would include perhaps a pen-pal scheme and projects that run across both schools.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
Connect students from Bristol and Hanover to make the twinning more significant and
meaningful. Also to help educate the youth about the twin city as well as providing
opportunities to break down the language barrier.
Lia
Voting committee: 11 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

❒ Item 6
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

More information about the twin citys and what this
means.
Recommended Action
The council may decide that a website is made to inform people about the cities and what's
going on politically in each city. There should also be regular events about the twinning and
the cities.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
Its important so as that people understand the purpose of the twinned citys. Hopefully it will
allow the cities to know what is going on in each city promoting stronger links.
Jamal
Voting committee: 11 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 42 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted

✌ Item 7
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Education and Tributes in Hannover
Recommended Action
The council may decide to implement more Enlightenment about historical important
individuals and places from Hanover. For example it can be implemented in a way that its
often announced and signposted.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
I suggest this because I find it jerk that nobody knows about many local historical persons,
although some of them did a pretty good job.
Diana
Voting committee: 11 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 42 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted

✌ Item 8
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

New architecture
Recommended Action
The council may decide that the architecture will be more colourful and more modern and
lively.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
Because we need some new modern and coloful buildings to see more than the old buildings
that we have since a lot of years.
Lian, Leo
Voting committee: 0 yes | 7 no | 4 abstention || refused
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 4 abstention || -

✌ Item 9
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Make more people aware of capital of culture 2025
Recommended Action
The council may decide that there is more social media activity and some posters on the
streets to get more people know about capital of culture 2025.
Change
committee: This should be in schools and elsewhere.
Council meeting: Reasoning
It is important because otherwise no one will know about it although you put lots of time and
money into it.
Rosa, Niclas, Dorian, Marcel
Voting committee: 10 yes | 1 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

✺ Item 10
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Workshop about politics
Recommended Action
The council may decide that young people get a Workshop about politics. A Workshop like a
simluation game.
Change
committee: outside of school, with politicians, organized by non-party organisations, together
with motion 11
Council meeting: Reasoning
Its important because the students do not know much about politics. And the student should
be educated about what politics mean at all. And this is not enough to teach politics.
Nawal
Voting committee: 13 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

✺ Item 11
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Politicians coming into schools
Recommended Action
The council may decide that politicians could visit local schools to deliver speeches to boost
youth engagement.
Change
committee: outside of school, with politicians, organized by non-party organisations, together
with motion 10
Council meeting: We could have a series of interactive workshops in places outside such as
the XXXXX of school t introduce students to politics, organised by a non-party organisation
with politicians from across the political spectrum.
Reasoning
Young people think politics are 'weird' or they don't understand it, so it's good to hear it from
an adult's point of view.
Heidi, Felicity, Greta and Alice
Voting committee: 13 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 42 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted

✺ Item 12
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Votes at the age of 16
Recommended Action
The council may decide that it should be allowed to vote at the age of 16.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
You should be allowed to vote at the age of 16 to decide what happen to your own future.
Toprak
Voting committee: 3 yes | 0 no | 10 abstention || refused
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 10 abstention || -

❒ Item 13
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Looking at the shared history of Hannover and Bristol
Recommended Action
The council may decide to create educational and creative pieces exploring and explaining the
shared history of Bristol and Hannover.
Change
committee: Council meeting: The Bristol an Hanover councils ma decide to create educational interactive
and creative pieces and exhibits to be displayed both cities to involve and educate the public
on the history of the Hanover and Bristol twinning link. This would involve explanation of
how the twinning link came to be an what has been done in this Bristol an Hanover
partnership and educating the public of Bristol on the developement of Hanover and teach
them why the other city is a special one to be linked to. These exhibits should be accessible to
all ages.
Reasoning
I believe that this theme is important because looking at the shared history of these cities and
the education on them, could lessen feelings of apathy within young people and strengthen
the links between the 2 cities.
Mohamed
Voting committee: 7 yes | 4 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 40 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted

❒ Item 14
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Exchange Programms
Recommended Action
The council may decide to run exchange programmes between Bristol and Hanover students
and youth groups, as well as other groups (eg teachers, businesses, other organisations)
Change
committee: It should be constantly and longlasting, various and online projects, together with
motion 31, 33
Council meeting: Reasoning
To help people learn more about their partner city and the culture there, and to open up
opportunities for people to come visit a foreign city.
Edith
Voting committee: 10 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 42 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted

❒ Item 15
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Video meetings
Recommended Action
The council may decide that video meetings become part of the school.This will mean
exchange programs can stay in contact after the exchange.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
This idea will allow pupils from around the world to form friendships and stay in contact. It
will allow the exchange programs too be long lasting and meaningful.
Tom
Voting committee: 4 yes | 0 no | 6 abstention || refused
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 6 abstention || -

✌ Item 16
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Green areas in schools
Recommended Action
The council may decide that there will be more green areas at the schools. In the areas there
should be a playground.
Change
committee: This motion becomes applicable only if Hanover has the confirmation for being
the Capital of Culture 2025.
Council meeting: Reasoning
It is important that children have an area to play and that all people can relax on a green area
in their freetime.
Melisa
Voting committee: 10 yes | 1 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

✌ Item 17
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Hanover as a city of history
Recommended Action
The council may decide that an exhibition should be organized with a focus on the history and
heritage of the city of Hanover and the development of its culture.
Change
committee: secluded
Council meeting: Reasoning
Such an exhibition would serve to highlight the rich history of the city of Hanover and the
development of its culture. It would help provide a history context to the capital of culture bid
and demonstrate the signify. The exhibition would include a focus on the history of the wider
region and the House of Hanover, in addition to the industry and innovation of the city such
as the pioneering development of the gramophone.
Caleb, Lian, Leo
Voting committee: - yes | - no | - abstention || voting council meeting: - yes | - no | - abstention || -

✌ Item 18
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Renewable energy for trans
Recommended Action
The council may decide to build more solar panels and wind turbines.
Change
committee: Energy that ist generated by solar panels on the roof of building should be
directed to the public transport.
Council meeting: Reasoning
Our them is important because it allows us to save the planet from climate change and it also
shows that the EU cares bout the planet which gives the EU good representation.
Dorian, Rosa, Niclas, Marcel
Voting committee: 6 yes | 4 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 12 yes | 0 no | 1 abstention || accepted

✺ Item 19
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Youth Surveys
Recommended Action
The council may decide that they should make sure surveys are designed to fairly collect the
voices of all young people on politics. Schools would need to make sure the surveys are
conducted properly and accurately. The surveys would need to go to all young people, in
order to collect a wide variety of voices.
Change
committee: Council meeting: These surveys would happen in person and include online elements where
surveys could publish results.
Reasoning
Surveys are important because one of the main areas of youth participation is hearing the
initial voices of young people.
Grace
Voting committee: 13 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 40 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted

✺ Item 20
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Youth Councils
Recommended Action
The council may decide that they will support the link between the Hanover and Bristol youth
councils.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
The youth councils can work together to increase youth participation.
Felicity
Voting committee: 8 yes | 0 no | 5 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 5 abstention || -

✺ Item 21
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Learn in special places
Recommended Action
The council may decide that studends should learn in special places like the town hall.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
I want this to happen because you can hear political decisions and thereby you get
experience.
Karla
Voting committee: 12 yes | 0 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 1 abstention || -

❒ Item 22
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Visiting each other every two years
Recommended Action
The council may decide that the youth council of Hanover and the bristolian youth council
met every 2 years.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
It's important because they can Exchange they´re information and oppinions.
Batul
Voting committee: 0 yes | 7 no | 3 abstention || refused
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 3 abstention || -

❒ Item 23
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Sport clubs
Recommended Action
The council may decide that there should be more sports clubs and the possibility for Bristol
and Hanover teams to play against each other.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
Its important because it brings people together.
Merle
Voting committee: 6 yes | 4 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 1 abstention || -

❒ Item 24
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Volentary program for language learning
Recommended Action
The council may set up a program to promote language learning in the twinned citys.
Change
committee: Including the introdution of language progrramms which may connect people of
Bristol and Hanover in similar age ranges to teach each other english/german.
Council meeting: Reasoning
The program allows people from the city's to communicate with one another, promoting
inclusivity and the links between citys to strengthen.
Sarah
Voting committee: 11 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

✌ Item 25
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

City inspired art
Recommended Action
The council may decide that all Hanoverians will be asked how they would describe Hanover.
Change
committee: The council may create a piece of art that is created by collaging pieces of artwork
together which has been contributed by Hanoveraners.
Council meeting: Reasoning
I would like to have such a survey, because I would like to know, what the habitants think of
the city. And if they write something bad, they should say what they would like to change, to
make Hanover even better.
Fabian
Voting committee: 10 yes | 1 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

✌ Item 26
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Food from other countries
Recommended Action
The council may decide that we make a food festival in the centre of Hanover where you can
buy a lot of food from other Europe countries.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
It is important because we can see how the people in other countries are living and what they
eat and drink.
Lian
Voting committee: 7 yes | 3 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 1 abstention || -

✌ Item 27
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Public recycling bins
Recommended Action
The council may decide to put recycling bins in popular areas that have clear differences
between glass, tins and foil etc.
Change
committee: secluded
Council meeting: Reasoning
This is important because cities do not look nice with rubbish everywhere. It makes the city
cleaner and more attractive to tourists. It also reduces plastic in oceans.
Dorian, Niclas, Marcel, Rose
Voting committee: - yes | - no | - abstention || voting council meeting: - yes | - no | - abstention || -

✺ Item 28
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Involved young people in politics
Recommended Action
The council may decide that young people have meetings and be introduced to the policy.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
This topic is important because that way the younger ones get a picture of polities.
Alan
Voting committee: 8 yes | 0 no | 4 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 4 abstention || -

✺ Item 29
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Political Events for Young People
Recommended Action
The council may decide that there are more political events that are accessable to young
people.
Change
committee: Council meeting: secluded
Reasoning
The theme is important for young people because they can learn more about politics.
Alara
Voting committee: 12 yes | 0 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 1 abstention || -

✺ Item 30
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Website for Youth Polls
Recommended Action
The council may decide that they wish to create a website, that holds and shows the results of
youth polls.
Change
committee: There should be also surverys to find out what young people think.
Council meeting: Reasoning
The reasoning behind this is that younger generations deserve to have their own platform for
their ideas and share them as they are the future and it will also make young people more
award of the world around them.
Catherine
Voting committee: 13 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

❒ Item 31
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Regular contact between councils
Recommended Action
The council may decide, that we can have more contact with each other online.
Change
committee: It should be constantly and longlasting, various and online projects, together with
motion 14, 33
Council meeting: Reasoning
My theme ist important because the contact is important to get to know each other better and
learn more about the way of politics in other countries.
Luca
Voting committee: 10 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

❒ Item 32
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Promoting the twinning of Bristol & Hanover
Recommended Action
The council may decide to promote to the partnership between Bristol and Hanover.
Change
committee:
Council meeting: add Festivals and Social Media
Reasoning
This woud help students to learn more about their Partner city.
Jason
Voting committee: 12 yes | 0 no | 2 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 41 yes | 0 no | 2 abstention || accepted

❒ Item 33
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Make more links between young people
Recommended Action
The council may decide that they implement more exchange programs. They may be funded
by the governments through grants so that the programs are accesible to everyone.
Change
committee: It should be constantly and longlasting, various and online projects, together with
motion 14, 31
Council meeting: Reasoning
We need this because we want peace. It will give young people invaluable opportunities to
connect with other young people and know more about other cultures.
Alice
Voting committee: 13 yes | 0 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 1 abstention || -

✌ Item 34
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Culrural events
Recommended Action
The council may decide that there will be cultural events including festivals and parades
celebrating Hanover. This can happen by selecting a date and contacting groups representing
different cultures in Hanover and ask them to take part in a festival/parade by creating
costumes or a piece of music, etc.
Change
committee: secluded
Council meeting: Reasoning
This will make the culture of Hanover more pronounced and the welcomingness of the city
can be seen and celebrated which will help Hanover to become Capital of Culture 2025.
Nathaniel
Voting committee: - yes | - no | - abstention || voting council meeting: - yes | - no | - abstention || -

✌ Item 35
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Hanover as a city of art
Recommended Action
The council may decide that an art should be created of murals produced by artists and
community groups across Hanover.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
The creation of such an art trail for the city of Hanover would encourage vistiors to the region
and tourists to explore the city and could serve to showcase local artworks such as the Nanas.
Addionaly local schools and community group could be encoraged to submit artwork relating
to the city of Hanover which would engage local groups in the capital culuture bid and foster
the local art scene.
Caleb
Voting committee: 11 yes | 0 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

✌ Item 36
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Making sights famous
Recommended Action
The council may decide that the stadium and die town hall should be make more famous,
because they are nice.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
More people come to Hanover.
Dorian, Marcel, Rosa, Niclas
Voting committee: 7 yes | 3 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 1 abstention || -

✺ Item 37
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Exchange of ideas between Bristol and Hanover
Recommended Action
The council may decide that the connection between Bristol and Hanover is getting better.
With projects like this the young people can exchange ideas.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
It is important to hear the interests of the young people.
Oliver
Voting committee: 12 yes | 1 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 1 abstention || -

✺ Item 38
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Youth Groups
Recommended Action
The council may decide that youth groups should recieve funding in order to boost youth
engagement in politics.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
Young people are interested in politics and should be able to learn about politics.
Lisa
Voting committee: 9 yes | 0 no | 5 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 5 abstention || -

✺ Item 39
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Youth Participation

Whatsapp
Recommended Action
The Council may decide that WhatsApp groups be formedso that there can be a permanent
exchange of policy.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
This is important because a permanent exchange takesplace in this fast world. You always
have someone todiscuss.
Karla
Voting committee: 1 yes | 14 no | 0 abstention || refused
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

❒ Item 40
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

communication
Recommended Action
The council may decide, that we can look at shared hostory and learn more. We want to
support the twin city connection and the interactions between decision makers.
Change
committee: secluded
Council meeting: Reasoning
We want to learn more and experience the other culture and system.
Luca
Voting committee: - yes | - no | - abstention || voting council meeting: - yes | - no | - abstention || -

❒ Item 41
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

Learning about other cities
Recommended Action
The council may decide that children should learn more about Bristol in form of a street
party.
Change
committee: secluded
Council meeting: Reasoning
Because many kids don't know enough about Bristol.
Zidan
Voting committee: - yes | - no | - abstention || voting council meeting: - yes | - no | - abstention || -

❒ Item 42
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Twin Cities Bristol and Hanover

more meetings
Recommended Action
The Council should decide that such exchangeprogrammes should take place more often and
thatpeople should meet more often.
Change
committee: secluded
Council meeting: Reasoning
This is important because you can meet new people withthe same interests.
Sarah
Voting committee: - yes | - no | - abstention || voting council meeting: - yes | - no | - abstention || -

✌ Item 43
Motion

by Group 1 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Diversity in Hanover
Recommended Action
The council may decide that groups will be created, specifically for groups of people such as
members of the LGBTQ+ community and the BAME community to give them a safe space.
Change
committee: secluded
Council meeting: Reasoning
This way you can show that Hanover is a place for all people and a blend of different cultures.
It also gives them a platform to talk about what the city can do to include them.
Lyle
Voting committee: - yes | - no | - abstention || voting council meeting: - yes | - no | - abstention || -

✌ Item 44
Motion

by Group 2 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

More music
Recommended Action
The council may decide that we have more concerts or music festival in Hanover with music
from other Europe countries.
Change
committee: Council meeting: Reasoning
Because it is nice to know what kind of music the people hear in different EU-countries and it
is a big part of culture.
Lian
Voting committee: 10 yes | 1 no | 0 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: - yes | - no | 0 abstention || -

✌ Item 45
Motion

by Group 3 to the meeting
oft he imaginary committe for Capital of Culture 2025

Museum
Recommended Action
The Council may decide that a museum on the subject ofthe environment should be created.
Change
committee: This should be in a section of the museum.
Council meeting: Reasoning
This is important because the environment is a topicalissue. People should go out and act
more environmentallyfriendly.
Rosa, Niclas, Dorian, Marcel
Voting committee: 10 yes | 0 no | 1 abstention || accepted
voting council meeting: 41 yes | 1 no | 1 abstention || accepted

